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INTRODUCTION 
Reinhardt domains are well known in finite dimension in particular those 
which are domains of existence are characterized as being modularly decreasing 
(mod. dec.) and logarithmically convex (log. convex). This paper is dedicated 
to the study of Reinhardt sets in infinite dimension. 
We prove that a Reinhardt domain UC C” (A any index set) containing the 
origin is pseudo convex if and only if U is mod. dec. and log. convex. This is a 
full extension of the finite-dimensional case. 
Let E and F be a locally convex Hausdorff spaces (1.c.s.); U E E be an open 
set, 9’(jnE; F) the set of all continuous m-homogeneous polynomials from E into 
F; C.S.(F) the set of all continuous m-homogeneous polynomials from E into F; 
C.S.(F) the set of all continuous seminorms in F. Denote by H( U; F) the set of 
all holomorphic mappings from U into F. 
Let E = CA = jJErl CA; where A is an index set and the topology of E is the 
product topology. 
DEFISITION 1. UC E is said to be a Reinhardt set [mod. dec. set] if whenever 
x = (x,,),,,., E U then (&‘A xJAGn E U for all 8, E R[(~,,x~),,,~ E U for all 1 01,, I < 11. 
DEFISITION 2. Let UC E be a Reinhardt set. The real representation of U, 
denoted by 1 U / , is given by I U = {X E (R+)” i x E U}. Observe that given 
w C (RT)-~ there exists one and only one UC E such that U is a Reinhardt set 
and j c’ = W. 
DEFINITION 3. w C (R+)” is log. convex if whenever s E w and y E w then 
pyu = (.?,nYALl ~wforall~,~~Osuchthat~+~=l. 
* This paper is based on the author’s doctoral dissertation written under the guidance 
of Leopold0 Xachbin at the University of Rochester. 
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Consider now UC E where U is a Reinhardt set, then U is said to be log. 
convex if 1 U 1 is log. convex. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let 0 E UC E be a pseudoconvex Reinhardt domain, then L’ 
is log. convex and mod. dec. 
Prooj. As U is pseudoconvex then U = U, x C-‘-O where @ C 11 is finite 
and UQ is a pseudoconvex domain in C@ ru C’” for some n E N (see [3, 41). 
Now it is obvious that U, is a Reinhardt domain (containing the origin) in 
0. Thus it is a mod. dec. and log. convex domain, and therefore U is also mod. 
dec. and log. convex. Q.E.D. 
Given a Reinhardt set UC E, denote by U (respectively U,,,) the smallest 
log. convex (respectively mod. dec.) set containing U. It is possible to prove that 
given an open set U C CA then U,, is a domain in CA and (U,)- is a mod. dec. 
domain. Hence (UT,,)* is the smallest mod. dec. and log. convex set containing U 
(see [II). 
THEOREM 1. Let UC E be a log. convex mod. dec. domain. Then U is a 
domain of existence. 
Proof. Let VC C@ e C”’ be a set such that 0 E V x CA-O C 1.. T1L may 
assume that 
(a) V C C@ is open, 
(b) v = Vd-> 
(c) v x CT”-0 c l,T, 
and V is maximal with respect to these properties. We claim that 
u = v x CA-@. 
Suppose this is not true. Then there exists x E U such that x $ VW >. C&‘-O. 
We may assume that x = (Q, , en-@) f or a convenient E > 0 and that soi > 0 
for all i == l,..., m. 
As 0 E V and x0 E V, then by an argument of connectivity we may prove the 
existence of a (yO , E‘,-O)=y~Usuchthatry~V~C”-@forallO<r<l; 
yQ E aV andy,, > 0 for all i = l,..., m. We shall first prove that (yO , z.,-@) E U 
for all zli-@ 6 C”-@. 
As U is open, there exists 6 > 0 such that y’ = (1 + S) y E U. Fis Y E (0, 1) 
and let X E R+ be such that ~~(1 + 8)r-” = 1. For a given (yO , zAI-@) E [.a+} x 
CA-*, choose t, EC such that 1 t, //\ (6 + &)l-” = / z,, 1 for y E A - @. Observe 
that 
A= log(l t- 6) 
log(l + 6) - log Y E (0, 1)) 
and therefore t,_, is well defined. 
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By the log. convex property and the definition of V we have that 
[(ry,& . (1 + 8)1--Ay&A,..., (ryQmy (1 + S)l--Ay:;; (I t, iA . (e + se);&)] 
= KWD > (I t/l-, INA .(1 + S)W”l = (Yo . I 2, In-d E u; 
therefore (y@ , z,~-~) E L?‘. Q.E.D. 
Consider 6 as in the proof of the previous statement and observe that 
(1 + S/2) yG # V. Define w = d x Cl-O, where d = JJL, (AJO; (1 + 6) yqi)). 
It is clear that d is mod. dec. and log. convex in C@; in addition d g V’. We claim 
that w C U. 
Let us prove first that (kol , yO* ,..., yam,; K,-,) E U if kal E d(0, (1 + 6) yO,) 
and K,-, E CA-@. As (1 + 6) y E U then by the mod. dec. property 
[(l + qyq , Ya* ,...,Yom,; (1 + 6) En-01 = 3”’ E u. 
If / kal 1 < y@, the result is clear since (yO , K,-,) E U. So we may assume 
that ~ kQ ~ E ]~a)~, (1+ 6) Y~J. Th us there exists 0 < h < 1 such that 
(1 + q”j;*y;;l = (1 + 6)A yal = ~ kQ1 ! and zY E C such that j zY I1-n [(l + 6 l 1” 
= 1 k, j for all y E d - 0. 
Since y” E U and y”’ = (yO, i z, Inma) E U, then (y”)^ . (y”‘)leA = 
(I b1 ; 3’0, 7..., YonL; I k,-, I) E U by log. convexity, so (kQ1, yO, ,..., y@ , 
Kc&,) E u. Q.E.5. 
We prove now that (kQ1 , kQp , yO? ,,.., ymn,, , K,-,) E U if kGi E JO, (1 i 6)y,J 
fori- 1,2andK,_0~CC”-@.Agam,as(1 +6)y~Uthen(k,~,(l +a)~~*,..., 
y0 ; (1 + 6) •,-~,> and (kQl , kQz ,..., yQm , z~-~) E U for all zn-@ EC”-@. Now, 
ar&ing as before we get that (kO, , k,? , y@, ,..., yQm , kn-@) E U, and finally by 
induction we obtain that w C U. Q.E.D. 
Since d $ V this contradicts the maximality of V, hence U = V x CA-@ 
and U is a domain of existence because 0 E V and I/ is open mod. dec. log. 
convex set in C@. 
Another interesting result that can be shown is the following. 
THEOREM 2. Let 0 E U C C* be a Reinhardt domain. Then {U, (U,,J-) is an 
extension pair (see [2]). (That is, for all f E H(U), there exists f^rz H((U,,)*) 
such that f^ /o = f.) 
COROLLARY. Given 0 E UC CA such that U is a Reinhardt domain, then 
E(U) = (Lr,,,,)- where E(U) is the envelope of holomorphy of U. 
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